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Urgent Statement of HKISPA on Selective Blocking of Internet Services
To: The Executive Council, HKSAR
28 August 2019
Urgent Statement of HKISPA on Selective Blocking of Internet Services
News media reported today that the government has plans to impose executive orders on Internet Service
Providers to selectively stop some Internet applications.
The HKISPA therefore would like to issue this urgent statement.
Technically speaking, given the complexity of the modern Internet including technologies like VPN, cloud
and cryptographies, it is impossible to effectively and meaningfully block any services, unless we put the
whole Internet of Hong Kong behind large scale surveillance firewall.
By the above token, HKISPA would like to warn that, imposing any insensible restrictions on the open
Internet would only result in more restrictions, as the original restrictions wouldn’t be effective, and
ultimately the result is putting Hong Kong’s Internet behind a big firewall. Therefore, any such restrictions,
however slight originally, would start the end of the open Internet of Hong Kong, and would immediately
and permanently deter international businesses from positing their businesses and investments in Hong
Kong.
It is very worth noting that such restrictions, which would cost the society huge business opportunities and
social costs, would not deter nor stop determined users from accessing their desired services. They can still
access these services through numerous VPN services available on the Internet, until we finally put the
whole Hong Kong behind a large scale surveillance firewall.
The lifeline of Hong Kong’s Internet industry relies in large part on the open network. Hong Kong is the
largest core node of Asia’s optical fiber network and hosts the biggest Internet exchange in the region, and
it is now home to 100+ data centers operated by local and International companies, and it transits 80%+ of
traffic for mainland China. All these successes rely on the openness of Hong Kong’s network. Such
restrictions imposed by executive orders would completely ruin the uniqueness and value of Hong Kong as
a telecommunications hub, a pillar of success as an international financial centre.
ISPs in Hong Kong are all law abiding, but they may not circumvent technical and financial constraints of
the business which may make executive orders to impose network restrictions not easily implementable.
We request that the government consult the industry in resolving these constraints, and consult the society
at large before imposing any such restrictions.
Therefore, the HKISPA strongly opposes selective blocking of Internet Services without consensus of the
community.

Hong Kong Internet Service Providers Association
https://www.hkispa.org.hk/
info@hkispa.org.hk

ADDITIONAL NOTES
The open network policy of Hong Kong has attracted 18 international cable systems to have landed or
going to land in HKSAR. This made HK a telecommunications hub, benefiting mainland China directly.
Reducing the attraction of HK as a telecommunications hub will hurt HK as well as mainland China.
Internet applications are in itself productive and has its own legitimate use. When we attempt to block one
application, its users will shift to another application, which in turn we may have to block. The chase will
never end, the users will still be able to communicate, but the open network of HK will be sacrificed along
the way. For instance, if we block telegram, we may have to block whatsapp later, and Facebook later. The
users will still find their means to communicate, until we put the whole Hong Kong in totality behind
firewall.
Hong Kong recently loss 1+ Billion of initial investments as Facebook and its Libra blockchain venture
decided not to choose HK but a more accomodating Singapore as landing point. Network censorship will
only accelerate the loss of HK to competing cities.
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HKISPA's response to Public Consultation on the Review of the
Telecommunications Regulatory Framework
HKISPA ࢧ䛑 "櫮懱憒ᓕຝ䯤䲒懵ᒫԫ檦ྦྷل唰拏扇" ڊԧզӥጱ憎̶
1. ඪ೮5G݊ᇔ宗姜愇ᗝጱ櫮懱ۑᚆ䛑ኧ̽櫮懱䬈ֺ̾憒ᓕҔ֕ᥝ憒ᓕӧ䛑ᑸ噲૱䁰҅
愇ᗝ݊ݗف咳ࠓ僻ᵱᭆ䲒̶
2. ඪ೮ṛכ捔ࣈӥ櫮懱चୌ戔ෞጱڙԪ嫵㳷Ҕ֕ᥝ朱Ⴔૡᑕጱဩ揣ձՈ҅ڹع娄
ૡՈ揗Ӥӧݳቘጱڙ揣̶
3. ඪ೮墋۸咳ڊᶋ㯽ᭆᘏᇈᆙҔᥝ䱛ګ战䮣ኴԆ㵕ڊኩ抬ձ֜ᇈᆙ҅᭗懱ᓕቘੴጱ
䷥ਧܻ݊ࢩᥝل樄᭐ก҅զ݊׀Ӥ戛䱛̶ګ
4. ඪ೮᭗懱ᓕቘੴ׀氃क़Ӥ戛䱛ګҔᥝ䱛ګ战ձ֜Ո۱ೡل唰੪᭗懱Ԫ㵗ᓕቘੴጱ
䷥ਧڊӤ戛̶
5. ᥝقᶎ䲒憙櫮懱憒ᓕဩֺ҅㳫ᴻ晃䦒݊ӧᥝጱᥝ̶
6. ᥝ䲒懵櫮懱憒ᓕဩֺํ橕ୌ塈ᇔفٵጱ䱛҅ګ匍䦒ጱ䬈ӧႴศ̶
7. ݚक़੪ "כ捔ࣈӥ櫮懱चୌ戔ෞ" ጱ嫵㳷ṛ҅ᘍ䚅ୌᒈࣈӥ櫮懱चୌ戔ෞوአ揾ා
䓚҅ො櫮懱ૡᑕ昲ᤈ̶
HKISPA's response to Public Consultation on the Review of the Telecommunications Regulatory
Framework [ PDF ]

Special Interest Groups
Hong Kong Network Operators Group

16 August 2018

HKNOG is now an Special Interest Group of HKISPA
HKNOG was formed in 2013, and is a platform for network operators having presence in
Hong Kong to exchange technical and operational knowledge and information. HKNOG
has been an operating partner of HKISPA since its establishment, and have become an
SIG of HKISPA on 16 August 2018.
For details of HKNOG and for future participation to events, please visit www.hknog.net.

Security Advisory From HKISPA and HKCERT: WannaCry Worm
May 15, 2017
Due to the outbreak of the WannaCry ransomware and expected varied forms of the virus in the coming
days, the HKISPA recommends the following procedures to be considered by your call centre and
network engineers.
1. Network engineers may consider temporarily taking the following measures, in order of priority.
Adopting these policies will temporarily disable Windows File/Printer Sharing and Samba services of your
customers with external hosts, therefore full communication with customers in prior is recommended.
A. Dropping the following inbound traffic, to protect your customers' exposed and un-patched Windows
PC from getting infected.
Inbound TCP destination port 445 (Server Message Block)
Inbound TCP destination port 139 (NetBios session service)
Inbound UDP destination port 137 (NetBios name service)
B. Dropping the following outbound traffic, to prevent your clients' infected computer from infecting others.
Outbound TCP destination port 445 (Server Message Block)
Outbound TCP destination port 139 (NetBios session service)
Outbound UDP destination port 137 (NetBios name service)
2. Call centres may reference the attached PDF document for information they need equipped with in
serving customers.
If you need further assistance, please contact the following:
HKISPA Mr. Eric Fan, eric@hkispa.org.hk
HKCERT Mr. Bernard Kan, bernardkan@hkcert.org, +852 9632 9646
-Security Advisory From HKISPA and HKCERT: WannaCry Worm [Adobe Acrobat Document]
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HKISPA Encourages Adoption of DNSSEC for .hk
July 28, 2017
HKIRC is now ready to serve DNSSEC for all sub-zones under the .hk hierarchy. Members of the HKISPA
are encouraged to consider early adoption of DNSSEC for .hk. Contact HKIRC at registrar@hkirc.hk
+852 9632 9646 or +852 2319 2303 for testing and technical support. Please see Presentation and
Technical Guide prepared by HKIRC and supported by HKISPA.

Code of Practice - Practice Statement on Regulation of Obscene and Indecent
Material
29 Dec 2016

The Practice Statement on Regulation of Obscene and Indecent Material have been updated. Please
click here for the updated statement.
Ӿᇇ

More Articles...
ḕ宗姜๐㵗׀䛑ࠟ㶧䨝咳 “姜妏冓晁ᘏݻ䁆ဩ䱛䯤׀ਮ䜛揾ාԏਝ㳷” The Hong Kong Internet
Service Providers Association Released “Code for Release of Information"
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